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TRENDS MENS + YOUNG MEN’S

1. THE NEW UNIFORM                                                                    
Military style references influence one of the most important 
menswear trends of the season. Olive green takes the lead here, 
but is also supported by weathered shades of grey, blue and black. 
Look for camouflage to continue evolving by tweaking scale, 
color and pattern mixing. The cargo pocket pant is reinterpreted 
here in slimmer cuts and more pronounced details. Outerwear 
is strong within the trend, taking a new approach to four-pocket 
styling, shearling linings, the appliquéd bomber and an update to 
the classic peacoat. Patches, badges and metal buttons add an 
air of authenticity to the season’s best outerwear and sweaters.                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                 
 
2. BET ON BROWN                                                                                                                                            
 This season brown emerges as the key color trend for Fall 2016. Think 
textural tweeds and classic menswear patterns for tailored clothing. The 
luxe suppleness of shearling and lambskin looks right for outerwear in 
rich shades ranging from chocolate to bark. Sweaters take on a new look 
when various shades of brown are combined. The outdoor lifestyle trend 
continues and the entire range of browns creates the base for a ruggedly 
refined attitude.
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1. ANCHORED IN STYLE                                                                                                                                            
It’s all about borrowing from the boys…with no intention of giving it 
back. It all starts with his white dress shirt and she’s not stopping there. 
From timeless trenches and nautical duffle coats to chic tuxedos and 
oversized crews, gender-bending styles find their way from his closet 
to hers. Navy and camel blur the lines between masculine and feminine, 
while pantsuits, suspenders and bowties look fresh, classic and cool on 
confident gals. 

2. A MOD, MOD WORLD                                                                                                                                            
it’s a mod, mod world and we’re more than happy to live in it! A-line 
dresses, graphic prints and rust tones with a 60s and 70s vibe are 
swinging back on the fashion scene. The retro revolution rewinds the 
clock on the 9 to 5 wardrobe—romantic bow blouses, sleeveless sweater 
vests and flared pantsuits are back again. Collegiate classics like the 
varsity jacket and the schoolgirl favorite mini skirt are all the rage. The 
return of plaid, suede, and topstitch denim has everyone feeling groovy. 
Can you dig it?
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